Join in all the fun as we load up our backpacks and head, “Back to School!” This week, we will
spend some time reviewing a variety of letters. We will also practice matching numbers and
counting. A different colour will be reviewed each day and we will learn all about important
school supplies such as backpacks, paint, scissors, and crayons. The learners will hop aboard
our imaginary school bus while we sing along to “The Wheels On The Bus.”
Letter of the week: review
Number of the week: 1-5
Colour of the week: review
Shape of the week: review
Prepare for this week by printing:
Back to School worksheets (1 per learner)
Number Cards (1 per class)
Emotions Picture Set (2 per class)
Material List:
-

Paper plates
Magazines
Backpack
School supplies
Shaving cream

-

Items that begin with the letter Cc
Items for counting (i.e. pompoms, blocks etc.)
Floor balance beam or masking tape
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BACK TO SCHOOL - MONDAY

LETTER ACTIVITY: Cc is for Cubby

This week, the learners will learn where some of the important things are in their classroom and school.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Cc is for Cubby” worksheet, paints, paintbrush, pencils

Steps:

Start this activity by taking the learners to the cubby area of the classroom/school (i.e.
where they will be storing their backpacks, coats, shoes etc.). Talk to the learners about this
area and what they will keep there. Next, have each learner receptively or expressively identify
the cubby area. For receptive identification, the learners will follow instructions to touch or
point to the cubby area (i.e. “Where are the cubbies?”). For expressive identification, the
learners will follow instructions to label the cubby area (i.e. “What is this?”). Finally, have the
learners return to the classroom to complete a worksheet by tracing the letter C then
painting pictures of things they can keep in their cubby.

Instructions:

“This is the cubby area. You will keep your backpacks, coats and shoes here”, “Where are the
cubbies?”, “What is this?”, “What is this area called?”, “C is for cubby - touch the letter C”,
“What letter is this?”, “Trace the letter C”, “Paint the things you will keep in your cubby”,
“Paint the pictures”

to
NUMBER ACTIVITY: 1-to-1 Correspondence

This number activity will give the learners an opportunity to practice counting using one-to-one correspondence.

Goald

Preparation:

If you haven’t already, print and cut out two copies of the Number Cards (1-5) (you will need
a second set later this week). If possible, laminate the cards for use again this week and in
the future.

Materials:

Number Cards (1-5)

Steps:

The learners will sit in a semi-circle on the floor and take turns choosing a numbered card
(numbered card 1-5). Once the Learner has selected the card, (s)he will count out the correct
number of items.

Instructions:

“What number is this?”, “Count the items”

COLOUR ACTIVITY: Colour Book – Red

The learners will review a different colour each week as they fill in their very own colour book!
Preparation:

Ensure that there are multiple red items visible to the learners in the learning environment.
Cut a variety of red items out of a magazine/flyer (or depending on the learners’ skill level,
wait and have them do this as part of the activity).

Materials:

“Colour Book” pages, pictures of red things/magazines, glue, scissors

Steps:

The learners will search around the learning environment to find red items then complete the
“red” page by colouring the title red and gluing pictures of red items onto the page.

Instructions:

“Can you find something red?”, “Do you see anything red?”, “Open your Colour Book to the
red page”, “Colour the word RED”, “Cut the picture”, “Glue the picture onto the page”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: I Love Colouring Shapes!

For this worksheet, the learners will colour a worksheet that has different shapes on it.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“I Love Colouring Shapes” worksheet, colouring tools (i.e. crayons, markers)

Steps:

The learners will sit at the table and work independently as they colour the worksheet.

Instructions:

“What shape is this?”, “Touch the circle”, “Colour the worksheet”, “Colour the shape”

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: What’s in your Backpack?

During this week-long activity, the learners will work together to pack a backpack full of school items.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Backpack, school supplies

Steps:

Start the activity by saying “Okay friends! It’s time for us to get ready for school. We need to
pack our backpack.” First, label each school item. Then the learners will take turns placing the
items in the backpack. Encourage the Learners to identify the items receptively or expressively
(depending on their skill level).

Instructions:

“Show me the pencil”, “Touch the book”, “What is this?”, “Put it in the backpack”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Shaving Cream Fun

All week long, the learners will get their hands messy as they search for school supplies that are hidden in a
container of shaving cream!
Preparation:

Fill a small container with shaving cream. Laminate the School Supply pictures if using them.
Hide the school supplies or school supply pictures in the shaving cream.

Materials:

Small container, shaving cream, school supplies or School Supply pictures

Steps:

The learners will dig through the shaving cream to find the school supplies.

Instructions:

“Stick your hands in the shaving cream!”, “Find the school supplies!”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVITY: Let’s Drive the Bus!

For this group activity, the learners will take turns driving the bus while everyone sings “The Wheels on the Bus”.
Preparation:

Place one chair at the front for the driver and additional chairs in rows behind.

Materials:

Chairs, paper plate

Steps:

One of the learners will sit in the driver’s seat holding a paper plate steering wheel. The
other learners will line up then board the bus. While “driving along”, everyone will sing
“The Wheels on the Bus”.

Instructions:

“Wait in line”, “Now, it’s your turn”, “Drive the bus,” “Let’s sing the Wheels on the Bus”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Colouring School Supplies

The learners will work independently to colour a themed worksheet.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Colouring School Supplies” worksheet, colouring tools (i.e. crayons, markers)

Steps:

The learners will compete the worksheet by colouring all of the school supplies shown on the
page. Prompt the learners to hold the colouring tools with a pincer grip.

Instructions:

“Touch the ___”, “What is this?”, “Colour the _____”, “Stay within the lines”, “Hold your
crayon like this”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Balance Beam

For this gross motor activity, learners will take turns walking across a floor balance beam, along a line on the
floor, or a line taped on the floor.
Preparation:

If using tape, place a long line along the classroom floor.

Materials:

Floor balance beam, or masking/painters tape

Steps:

The learners will walk along the balance beam or tape on the floor. To make the activity more
challenging and fun, the learners can practice going faster, slower, backwards, sideways etc.

Instructions:

“Wait in line,” Now it’s your turn”, “Walk on the beam/tape”

BACK TO SCHOOL - TUESDAY

LETTER ACTIVITY: Bb is for Bathroom

This week, the learners will learn where some of the important things are in their classroom and school.
Preparation:

Write a large letter B on a piece of paper and tape it to the wall of the classroom in a
somewhat hidden location.

Materials:

Letter B paper

Steps:

Start this activity by taking the learners to the bathroom. Talk to the learners about this area
and how they will use it. Next, have each learner receptively or expressively identify the
bathroom. For receptive identification, the learners will follow instructions to point to the
bathroom/toilet/sink (i.e. “Where is the sink?”). For expressive identification, the learners will
follow instructions to label the bathroom/toilet/sink (i.e. “What is this?”). Finally, have the
learners return to the classroom and search for the letter B. Repeat this part of the activity
by having the learners close their eyes while you move the letter B to a different location in
the classroom.

Instructions:

“This is the bathroom”, “When you need to go to the bathroom ____”, “Where is the toilet?”,
“Point to the sink”, “What is this called?”, “Let’s go back to the classroom”, “Find the letter B,
it’s hiding!”, “Close your eyes while I hide the letter B again”, “Find it!”

NUMBER ACTIVITY: Number Card Matching

For this number activity, the learners will practice matching number cards.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Number cards (1-5) (x2)

Steps:

Place a set of number cards (1-5) in front of the learners. Then pass a second set of cards out
to each learner (one by one). The learner will match the card he/she is given to the matching
card on the floor.

Instructions:

“What number is this?”, “What number do you have?” “Match “

COLOUR ACTIVITY: Colour Book – Orange

The learners will review a different colour each week as they fill in their very own colour book!
Preparation:

Ensure that there are multiple orange items visible to the learners in the learning environment.
Cut a variety of orange items out of a magazine/flyer (or depending on the Learners’ skill level,
wait and have them do this as part of the activity).

Materials:

“Colour Book” pages, pictures of orange things/magazines, glue, scissors

Steps:

The learners will search around the learning environment to find orange items then complete
the “orange” page by colouring the title orange and gluing pictures of orange items onto the
page.

Instructions:

“Can you find something orange?”, “Do you see anything orange?”, “Open your Colour Book
to the orange page”, “Colour the word ORANGE”, “Cut the picture”, “Glue the picture onto
the page”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: School Bus Shape Craft

Today, the learners will make a school bus shape craft!
Preparation:

Prepare one example of the school
bus craft shown here.

Materials:

Paintbrush, paint, paper plate,
construction paper

Steps:

The learners will paint the paper plate, glue the parts of the bus (wheels, light, door) on the
plate to match the model provided

Instructions:

“Pick up the paintbrush”, “Paint the plate yellow”, “Squeeze the glue”, “Glue on the _____”

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: What’s in your Backpack?

During this week-long activity, the learners will work together to pack a backpack full of school items.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Backpack, school supplies

Steps:

Start the activity by saying “Okay friends! It’s time for us to get ready for school. We need
to pack our backpack.” First, label each school item. Then the learners will take turns placing
the items in the backpack. Encourage the learners to identify the items receptively or
expressively (depending on their skill level).

Instructions:

“Show me the pencil”, “Touch the book”, “What is this?”, “Put it in the backpack”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Shaving Cream Fun

All week long, the learners will get their hands messy as they search for school supplies that are hidden in a
container of shaving cream!
Preparation:

Fill a small container with shaving cream. Hide the school supplies or school supply pictures
in the shaving cream.

Materials:

Small container, shaving cream, school supplies or laminated School Supply pictures

Steps:

The learners will dig through the shaving cream to find the school supplies.

Instructions:

“Stick your hands in the shaving cream!”, “Find the school supplies!”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVITY: Let’s Drive the Bus!

For this group activity, the learners will take turns driving the bus while everyone sings “The Wheels on the Bus”.
Preparation:

Place one chair at the front for the driver and additional chairs in rows behind.

Materials:

Chairs, paper plate

Steps:

One of the learners will sit in the driver’s seat holding a paper plate steering wheel. The
other learners will line up then board the bus. While “driving along”, everyone will sing
“The Wheels on the Bus”.

Instructions:

“Wait in line”, “Now, it’s your turn”, “Drive the bus,” “Let’s sing the Wheels on the Bus”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Cutting Practice – Straight Lines

While sitting at the table, learners will practice using scissors to snip and cut paper
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Cutting Practice – Straight Lines” worksheet, scissors

Steps:

The learners will hold the scissors with his/her dominate hand then open and close the scissors
to cut along the dotted lines.

Instructions:

“Pick up the scissors”, “Open the scissors”, “Cut along the line”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Balance Beam

For this gross motor activity, learners will take turns walking across a floor balance beam, along a line on the floor,
or a line taped on the floor.
Preparation:

If using tape, place a long line along the classroom floor.

Materials:

Floor balance beam, or masking/painters tape

Steps:

The learners will walk along the balance beam or tape on the floor. To make the activity more
challenging and fun, the learners can practice going faster, slower, backwards, sideways etc.

Instructions:

“Wait in line,” Now it’s your turn”, “Walk on the beam/tape

BACK TO SCHOOL - WEDNESDAY

LETTER ACTIVITY: Aa is for Art Supplies

This week, the learners will learn where some of the important things are in their classroom and school.
Preparation:

Be sure that the art supplies (i.e. crayons, markers, paints etc.) are organized and in a specific
area of the classroom.

Materials:

Crayons, markers, paint, paintbrushes, stamps, stamp pad

Steps:

Start this activity by taking the learners to the area of the classroom where the art supplies
are found. Talk to the learners about the different art supplies that are available . Next, have
each learner receptively or expressively identify an item. For receptive identification, the
learners will follow instructions to point to an item (i.e. “Do you see the crayons?”). For
expressive identification, the learners will follow instructions to label an item (i.e. “What is
this?”). Finally, have the learners carry crayons, markers, paint and stamps back to their tables
to complete a worksheet that requires them to decorate letter A’s using different art supplies.

Instructions:

“This is where we keep the art supplies. We have crayons, markers, paints…”, “Do you see
the crayons?”, “Where are the paints?”, “What is this called?”, “Let’s take some crayons
and markers back to the table”, “Aa is for art supplies”, “Colour the A with a crayon”, “Colour
the next A with markers”, “Paint this A”, “Use stamps to decorate this A”

NUMBER ACTIVITY: 1-to-1 Correspondence

This number activity will give the learners an opportunity to practice counting using one-to-one correspondence.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Number cards (1-5)

Steps:

The learners will sit in a semi-circle on the floor and take turns choosing a numbered card
(numbered card 1-5). Once the learner has selected the card, (s)he will count out the correct
number of items.

Instructions:

“What number is this?”, “Count the items”

COLOUR ACTIVITY: Colour Book – Yellow

The learners will review a different colour each week as they fill in their very own colour book!
Preparation:

Ensure that there are multiple yellow items visible to the learners in the learning environment.
Cut a variety of yellow items out of a magazine/flyer (or depending on the learners’ skill level,
wait and have them do this as part of the activity).

Materials:

“Colour Book” pages, pictures of yellow things/magazines, glue, scissors

Steps:

The learners will search around the learning environment to find yellow items then complete
the “yellow” page by colouring the title yellow and gluing pictures of yellow items onto the
page.

Instructions:

“Can you find something yellow?”, “Do you see anything yellow?”, “Open your Colour Book
to the yellow page”, “Colour the word YELLOW”, “Cut the picture”, “Glue the picture onto
the page”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: Shape Matching

For this activity, the learners will practice matching shapes.
Preparation:

Cut a variety of shapes out of paper (two of each shape).

Materials:

Paper shapes

Steps:

Place a set of cards in front of the learners. Next, the pass a second set of cards out to each
learner (one by one). The learner will match the card he/she is given to the matching card
on the floor.

Instructions:

“What shape is this?”, “What shape do you have?” “Match “

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: School Supply Search

This language activity has the learners searching the classroom for common school supplies! This activity can be
used as an opportunity to practice identifying basic school supplies (by having the items placed in obvious spots)
or it can be used to teach the learners where specific things are found in the classroom.
Preparation:

Arrange the learning environment to suit the learners skill level.

Materials:

School Supply picture set, backpack, crayon, book, scissors, paint

Steps:

For this activity, the learners will line up along one of the walls in the classroom. One at a time,
the learners will pick a picture card, then search the classroom for the item shown on the card.

Instructions:

“Pick a card”, “What is it?”, “Do you see a ____ in our classroom?”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Shaving Cream Fun

All week long, the learners will get their hands messy as they search for school supplies that are hidden in a
container of shaving cream!
Preparation:

Fill a small container with shaving cream. Hide the school supplies or school supply pictures
in the shaving cream.

Materials:

Small container, shaving cream, school supplies or laminated School Supply pictures

Steps:

The learners will dig through the shaving cream to find the school supplies.

Instructions:

“Stick your hands in the shaving cream!”, “Find the school supplies!”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVITY: Let’s Drive the Bus!

For this group activity, the learners will take turns driving the bus while everyone sings “The Wheels on the Bus”.
Preparation:

Place one chair at the front for the driver and additional chairs in rows behind.

Materials:

Chairs, paper plate

Steps:

One of the learners will sit in the driver’s seat holding a paper plate steering wheel. The
other learners will line up then board the bus. While “driving along”, everyone will sing
“The Wheels on the Bus”.

Instructions:

“Wait in line”, “Now, it’s your turn”, “Drive the bus,” “Let’s sing the Wheels on the Bus”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Colouring More School Supplies

The learners will work independently to colour a themed worksheet.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Colouring More School Supplies” worksheet, colouring tools (i.e. crayons, markers)

Steps:

The learners will compete the worksheet by colouring all of the school supplies shown on the
page. Prompt the learners to hold their colouring tools with a pincer grip.

Instructions:

“Touch the ___”, “What is this?”, “Colour the _____”, “Stay within the lines”, “Hold your
crayon like this”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Balance Beam

For this gross motor activity, learners will take turns walking across a floor balance beam, along a line on the floor,
or a line taped on the floor.
Preparation:

If using tape, place a long line along the classroom floor.

Materials:

Floor balance beam, or masking/painters tape

Steps:

The learners will walk along the balance beam or tape on the floor. To make the activity more
challenging and fun, the learners can practice going faster, slower, backwards, sideways etc.

Instructions:

“Wait in line,” Now it’s your turn”, “Walk on the beam/tape”

BACK TO SCHOOL - THURSDAY

LETTER ACTIVITY: Gg is for Garbage

This week, the learners will learn where some of the important things are in their classroom and school.
Preparation:

It would be ideal to complete this activity after snack, lunch or a craft activity that leaves the
learners will something to put in the garbage. If there is no garbage available for this activity,
make “garbage” by crumpling up pieces of paper.

Materials:

None.

Steps:

Start this activity by taking the learners to the area of the classroom where the garbage bin
is kept. Talk to the learners about what types of things they will throw in the garbage and
why it is important to keep the classroom clean. Next, have each learner receptively or
expressively identify an item. For receptive identification, the learners will follow instructions
to point to the garbage (i.e. “Point to the garbage bin?”). For expressive identification, the
learners will follow instructions to label the garbage (i.e. “What is this?”). Finally, have the
learners take turns practicing putting garabge in the garbage bin.

Instructions:

“This is where we the garbage bin”, “Point to the gargabe bin”, “What is this?”, “Put your
garbage into the garbage bin”, “This is how we keep our classroom clean”

NUMBER ACTIVITY: Number Card Matching

For this number activity, the learners will practice matching number cards.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Number Cards (1-5)

Steps:

Place a set of number cards in front of the learners (1-5).
Then, pass a second set of cards out to each learner (one
by one). The learner will match the card he/she is given
to the matching card on the floor.

Instructions:

“What number is this?”, “What number do you
have?” “Match “

COLOUR ACTIVITY: Colour Book – Green

The learners will review a different colour each week as they fill in their very own colour book!
Preparation:

Ensure that there are multiple green items visible to the learners in the learning environment.
Cut a variety of green items out of a magazine/flyer (or depending on the learners’ skill level,
wait and have them do this as part of the activity).

Materials:

“Colour Book” pages, pictures of green things/magazines, glue, scissors

Steps:

The learners will search around the learning environment to find green items then complete
the “green” page by colouring the title green and gluing pictures of green items onto the page.

Instructions:

“Can you find something green?”, “Do you see anything green?”, “Open your Colour Book to
the green page”, “Colour the word GREEN”, “Cut the picture”, “Glue the picture onto the
page”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: I Love Painting Shapes!

For this activity, the learners will paint a worksheet that has different shapes on it.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“I Love Painting Shapes” worksheet, paint, paintbrush

Steps:

The learners will sit at the table and work independently as they paint the worksheet.

Instructions:

“What shape is this?”, “Touch the circle”, “Paint the worksheet”, “Paint the shape”

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: What’s in your Backpack?

During this week-long activity, the learners will work together to pack a backpack full of school items.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Backpack, school supplies

Steps:

Start the activity by saying “Okay friends! It’s time for us to get ready for school. We need to
pack our backpack.” First, label each school item. Then the learners will take turns placing the
items in the backpack. Encourage the learners to identify the items receptively or expressively
(depending on their skill level).

Instructions:

“Show me the pencil”, “Touch the book”, “What is this?”, “Put it in the backpack”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Shaving Cream Fun

All week long, the learners will get their hands messy as they search for school supplies that are hidden in a
container of shaving cream!
Preparation:

Fill a small container with shaving cream. Hide the school supplies or school supply pictures
in the shaving cream.

Materials:

Small container, shaving cream, school supplies or laminated School Supply pictures

Steps:

The learners will dig through the shaving cream to find the school supplies.

Instructions:

“Stick your hands in the shaving cream!”, “Find the school supplies!”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVITY: Let’s Drive the Bus!

For this group activity, the learners will take turns driving the bus while everyone sings “The Wheels on the Bus”.
Preparation:

Place one chair at the front for the driver and additional chairs in rows behind.

Materials:

Chairs, paper plate

Steps:

One of the learners will sit in the driver’s seat holding a paper plate steering wheel. The
other learners will line up then board the bus. While “driving along”, everyone will sing
“The Wheels on the Bus”.

Instructions:

“Wait in line”, “Now, it’s your turn”, “Drive the bus,” “Let’s sing the Wheels on the Bus”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Cutting Practice – Curved Lines

While sitting at the table, learners will practice using scissors to snip and cut paper
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Cutting Practice – Curved Lines” worksheet, scissors

Steps:

The learners will hold the scissors with his/her dominate hand then open and close the scissors
to cut along the dotted lines.

Instructions:

“Pick up the scissors”, “Open the scissors”, “Cut along the line”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Balance Beam

For this gross motor activity, learners will take turns walking across a floor balance beam, along a line on the floor,
or a line taped on the floor.
Preparation:

If using tape, place a long line along the classroom floor.

Materials:

Floor balance beam, or masking/painters tape

Steps:

The learners will walk along the balance beam or tape on the floor. To make the activity more
challenging and fun, the learners can practice going faster, slower, backwards, sideways etc.

Instructions:

“Wait in line,” Now it’s your turn”, “Walk on the beam/tape”

BACK TO SCHOOL - FRIDAY

LETTER ACTIVITY: Tt is for Toys

This week, the learners will learn where some of the important things are in their classroom and school. It would
be ideal to complete this activity as the class is transitioning into free play time.
Preparation:

Be sure that the toys are organized and in a specific area of the classroom. Write a large letter
T on a piece of paper and tape it to the wall of the classroom in a somewhat hidden location

Materials:

None.

Steps:

Start this activity by having the learners search for the letter T. Repeat this part of the activity
by having the learners close their eyes while you move the letter T to a different location in
the classroom. Next, take the learners to the area of the classroom where the toys are kept.
Talk to the learners about what types of toys they have to play with. Next, have each learner
choose a toy to play with then receptively or expressively identify the toy. For receptive
identification, the learners will follow instructions to point to the specific toy (i.e. “Point to
the ___”). For expressive identification, the learners will follow instructions to label the toy
(i.e. “What is this?”). Finally, give the learners free time to play with the toys that they chose.

Instructions:

“T is for toy! Let’s look for the letter T then we can play with some toys”, “Find the letter T”,
“Close your eyes”, “Find the T”, “Let’s check out where the toys are kept”, “Choose a toy
to play with”, “Touch the ____”, “What is this?”, “Time for free play!”

NUMBER ACTIVITY: 1-to-1 Correspondence

This number activity will give the learners an opportunity to practice counting using one-to-one correspondence.
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

Number cards (1-5)

Steps:

The learners will sit in a semi-circle on the floor and take turns choosing a numbered card
(numbered card 1-5). Once the learner has selected the card, (s)he will count out the correct
number of items.

Instructions:

“What number is this?”, “Count the items”

COLOUR ACTIVITY: Colour Book – Blue

The learners will review a different colour each week as they fill in their very own colour book!
Preparation:

Ensure that there are multiple blue items visible to the learners in the learning environment.
Cut a variety of blue items out of a magazine/flyer (or depending on the learners’ skill level,
wait and have them do this as part of the activity).

Materials:

“Colour Book” pages, pictures of blue things/magazines, glue, scissors

Steps:

The learners will search around the learning environment to find blue items then complete the
“blue” page by colouring the title blue and gluing pictures of blue items onto the page.

Instructions:

“Can you find something blue?”, “Do you see anything blue?”, “Open your Colour Book to the
blue page”, “Colour the word BLUE”, “Cut the picture”, “Glue the picture onto the page”

SHAPE ACTIVITY: Shape Matching

For this activity, the learners will practice matching shapes.
Preparation:

Cut a variety of shapes out of paper (two of each shape).

Materials:

Paper shapes

Steps:

Place a set of cards in front of the learners. Next, the pass a second set of cards out to each
learner (one by one). The learner will match the card he/she is given to the matching card
on the floor.

Instructions:

“What shape is this?”, “What shape do you have?” “Match “

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY: School Supply Search

This language activity has the learners searching the classroom for common school supplies! This activity can be
used as an opportunity to practice identifying basic school supplies (by having the items placed in obvious spots)
or it can be used to teach the learners where specific things are found in the classroom.
Preparation:

Arrange the learning environment to suit the learners skill level.

Materials:

School Supply picture set, backpack, crayon, book, scissors, paint

Steps:

For this activity, the learners will line up along one of the walls in the classroom. One at a time,
the learners will pick a picture card, then search the classroom for the item shown on the card.

Instructions:

“Pick a card”, “What is it?”, “Do you see a ____ in our classroom?”

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY: Shaving Cream Fun

All week long, the learners will get their hands messy as they search for school supplies that are hidden in a
container of shaving cream!
Preparation:

Fill a small container with shaving cream. Hide the school supplies or school supply pictures
in the shaving cream.

Materials:

Small container, shaving cream, school supplies or laminated School Supply pictures

Steps:

The learners will dig through the shaving cream to find the school supplies.

Instructions:

“Stick your hands in the shaving cream!”, “Find the school supplies!”

PEER INTERACTION ACTIVITY: Let’s Drive the Bus!

For this group activity, the learners will take turns driving the bus while everyone sings “The Wheels on the Bus”.
Preparation:

Place one chair at the front for the driver and additional chairs in rows behind.

Materials:

Chairs, paper plate

Steps:

One of the learners will sit in the driver’s seat holding a paper plate steering wheel. The
other learners will line up then board the bus. While “driving along”, everyone will sing
“The Wheels on the Bus”.

Instructions:

“Wait in line”, “Now, it’s your turn”, “Drive the bus,” “Let’s sing the Wheels on the Bus”

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY: Cutting Practice – Zig-Zag Lines

While sitting at the table, learners will practice using scissors to snip and cut paper
Preparation:

None.

Materials:

“Cutting Practice – Zig-Zag Lines” worksheet, scissors

Steps:

The learners will hold the scissors with his/her dominate hand then open and close the scissors
to cut along the dotted lines.

Instructions:

“Pick up the scissors”, “Open the scissors”, “Cut along the line”

GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITY: Balance Beam

For this gross motor activity, learners will take turns walking across a floor balance beam, along a line on the floor,
or a line taped on the floor.
Preparation:

If using tape, place a long line along the classroom floor.

Materials:

Floor balance beam, or masking/painters tape

Steps:

The learners will walk along the balance beam or tape on the floor. To make the activity more
challenging and fun, the learners can practice going faster, slower, backwards, sideways etc.

Instructions:

“Wait in line,” Now it’s your turn”, “Walk on the beam/tape”

BACK TO SCHOOL - CIRCLE TIME BOOKS + SONGS

Birdie’s First Day of School by Sujean Rim

Five Little Ducklings Go to School by Cindy Roth

I Love School! By Tracey Corderoy

D.W. Goes to Preschool by Marc Brown

Llama, Llama Misses Mama by Anna Dewdney

If Animals Went to School by Ann Whitford Paul

All Are Welcome by Alexandra Penfold

The Little School Bus by Margery Cuyler

LOOK WHO CAME TO SCHOOL TODAY
(to the tune of Mary Had a Little Lamb)
Look who came to school today
School today, school today
Look who came to school today
____ did!

DO YOU SEE?
(to the tune of Muffin Man)
Do you see our friend ____, our friend ____, our friend ____?
Do you see our friend ____, somewhere in the classroom!
Yes, I see our friend ____, our friend ____, our friend ____.
Do you see our friend ____, he’s sitting right here!

WHERE IS ___?
(to the tune of Are you Sleeping?)
Where is ___? Where is ___?
Please stand up, please stand up!
Do a little wave, do a little clapping
Sit back down, sit back down.

BACK TO SCHOOL - CIRCLE TIME ACTIVITIES

CIRCLE TIME ACTIVITY: Classroom Rules

This circle time activity will familiarize the learners with the rules of the classroom.
Preparation:

If you haven’t already, create a visual that represents the basic rules of the classroom
(i.e. quiet hands, listen etc.)

Materials:

Classroom Rules Visual

Steps:

Present the Classroom Rules Visual to the learners while they are sitting at circle time. Explain
each rule while demonstrating what following that rule looks like. Next, have the learners
demonstrate the rule by having them do an incompatible behaviour then deliver the rule and
have them respond accordingly. For example, for the rule “quiet hands”, instruct the learners
to wave their hands in the air, then say “quiet hands” and model the correct response to the
learners. Prompt the learners as needed to complete the response.

Instructions:

“Let’s talk about the classroom rules”, “Quiet hands”, “Listen”, “Sit down”

CIRCLE TIME ACTIVITY: Our Schedule of the Day!

This circle time activity will familiarize the learners with the schedule of the day.
Preparation:

If you haven’t already, create a visual that represents the schedule of the day (with words
and corresponding pictures).

Materials:

Classroom Schedule

Steps:

Present the Classroom Schedule to the learners while they are sitting at circle time. Explain
the how the schedule works and the different activities that occur throughout the day.
Remove the pictures from the visual and place them in an appropriate visual field in front
of the first learner. Have the learner receptively or expressively identify one of the activities.
For receptive identification, the learners will follow instructions to point to the picture of the
specific activity (i.e. “Point to the circle time”). For expressive identification, the learners will
follow instructions to label the toy (i.e. “What activity is this?”). This activity will continue
until each of the learners has had atleast one chance to identify an activity.

Instructions:

“Let’s look at the schedule of the day. These are the activities we will do in the day. Circle
time, independent bins, recess, snack etc.”, “Point to the picture of snack time”, “What is
this activity?”

CIRCLE TIME ACTIVITY: Every Emotion is Welcome Here!

This circle time activity will introduce different basic emotions to the learners.
Preparation:

If you haven’t already, print and cut out two copies of the Emotions Picture Set. If possible,
laminate the pictures for use every day this week and again in the future.

Materials:

Emotions Picture Set (start with basic emotions for this activity, i.e. happy, sad, angry, scared)

Steps:

This is a three part activity. First, present the emotion pictures to the learners, one at a time,
during circle time. Label each emotion and if appropriate for your learners, describe the
emotion or give examples of when this emotion may arise. Next, the learners will take turns
matching the emotions. Place one set of the emotion cards in front of the learners then hand
the first learner an emotion card. He/she will match it by placing it onto the same emotion
card on the floor. Repeat this part of the activity until each learner has had a chance to match
atleast one emotion. Finally, the learners will take turns receptively or expressively identifying
the emotions. For receptive identification, the learners will follow instructions to point to the a
specific emotion (i.e. “Point to happy”). For expressive identification, the learners will follow
instructions to label the emotion (i.e. “How is he feeling?”).

Instructions:

“Let’s talk about emotions”, “Every emotion is welcome in our classroom!”, “This is happy”,
“She is sad”, “He is angry”, “She is scared”, “Match the pictures”, “Point to happy”, “How
Is he feeling?”

